01: Highway 41 & Highway 229

Cycling Event Ahead (1): Mount on Baracade
End Cycling Event (1): Mount on Baracade
All Riders Turn (2): Mount on Wire Supports
02: Highway 41 & La Panza

Cycling Event Ahead (1): Mount on Baracade
Cycling Event In Progress (1): Mount on Baracade
Century Straight (1): Mount on Wire Support
75 Turn (1): Mount on Wire Support
Reinforce Turn with Arrows
03: Highway 41 & Camp 8

Cycling Event In Progress (2): Mount on Baracades
04: Highway 41 & Centre Street

Cycling Event Ahead (1): Mount on Barricade
End Cycling Event (1): Mount on Barricade
Cycling Event In Progress (1): Mount on Barricade
All Riders Turn (2): Mount on Wire Supports